
REPORT

Day 1: 04/11/2019

Arrival of the Contingent comprising 57 students (32 girls and 25 boys) along with Contingent leader Mr. K. Ramesh, Vice-Principal, KV Happy Valley Shillong and 06 Escort teacher in the Vidyalaya.

The Contingent was accorded a warm welcome by the venue Principal Mrs. Neetu Verma and her staff. It was followed by introduction and exchange of pleasantries.

The students and Escort teachers were guided regarding their stay modalities in the Vidyalaya by the designated staff members.

The Contingent leader and Escort teachers were apprised of the daily activity schedule.

A formal welcome was accorded to the Contingent by the venue Principal followed by a Cultural Program highlighting the state’s cultural extravaganza (Radha Krishna Dance and Hanuman Stuti).

A presentation on the rich historical background of the state spanning into decades, which has made its imprint in laying the foundation of modern India was the highlight of the programme.

A sumptuous lunch followed and the members had time to relax and rejuvenate themselves for the coming days.

As a tester of mental ability and presence, visiting students were provided with Note Books, to vividly record their tours/visits respectively to be judged later.
Day 2 : 05/11/2019

As per schedule the visit to Fatehpur – Sikri, for the Contingent along with Escort teachers of the venue school was arranged.

A complete guided tour of Fatehpur –Sikri, unveiling the historical importance of this Mughal Fort made the visiting students thrilled, as the sequence of events was unravelled.

The Educational Excursion to the place was thoroughly enjoyed by students.

The highlight of the evening was a cultural night with the guests facilitated by Shri R.K.Srivastava TGT(S.ST.) of venue schoolthrough his Audio – Visual presentation, students revisited the cultural background of Uttar Pradesh by enlighting on the Art &Crafts, Folk dances, Monuments, Temples of the State.

Melodious folk songs of the state like Sohar song of Purvanchal and Maharas and Rashlila of Radha, rendered by the guest was an added attraction.

The guests enjoyed the vibrant and colourful culture of Uttar Pradesh.
Day 3 : 06/11/2019

As per Schedule of programme the Contingent, along with the local Escorts visited Mathura-Vrindavan which is about 50Km’s from Agra. The tour programme was organized so that the students could abreast themselves of the importance of ‘Krishna Janamasthali’, as it existed in the past and the new worship centres like The Durga Mandir, Prem Mandir which has come over lately. The wide collection of Ancient artefacts displayed at the “National Museum” was indeed educative for the students visiting the place for the first time.

They devour the luscious Mathura food and were contended and came back to Venue Vidyalaya late night.
Day 4: 07/11/2019

A visit for the contingent to Taj Mahal and Agra Fort, ASI protected world Heritage Monuments was a rewarding experience for visiting students and guests, as a guided tour, they were apprised of the Architectural importance of these places and the legacy of history they carried.

The students thoroughly enjoyed the tour and for many it was a life time experience.

In the evening a “Creative Workshop” was conducted by Ms. Sakshi Jain, TGT (Drawing) of the venue Vidyalaya. She had an interactive session with the students and informed them about different Art forms of Uttar Pradesh like Painting, Sculpting, Hand Crafting of designs on metal, wood, ivory, stone & clay. Children actively participated in making Madhubani painting and learned the tips of Uttar Pradesh dance form “Kathak”.
Day 5 : 08/11/2019

The Valedictory function culminating the five days programme was held in the Vidyalaya conference hall. The meeting was presided by the venue Principal Mrs. Neetu Verma. A short cultural programme comprising of Solo and Group dances, performed by Vidyalaya students, enthralled all present.

In this speech, the Contingent Manager, thanked the venue Principal for the excellent stay and transit arrangements, during these five days.

Vote of thanks was rendered by Shri S.N.Tripathi, PGT(Hindi) , KV NO.3 AGRA, who thanked all the staff members Coordinating in unison for successful completion of the programme and KVS officials, for giving this maiden opportunity to Kendriya Vidyalaya No.3, Agra Cantt, Agra.
To strengthen the spirits of brotherhood, a friendly Football Match was played between the students of Venue Vidyalaya and students of Silchar Region.

In the evening students of Silchar Region shared their impressions. Venue Principal gifted Agra’s famous sweet “Petha” and Key rings having insignia of Taj Mahal to all children & Escorts as a token of memory.
Children and Escorts relished mouth watering delectable “Agra Ki Chaat” in the Vidyalaya premises.

The co-ordinator of the programme Mr. Sudhanshu Dixit, PGT (Eng) expressed adieu to the visitors by addressing the targeted objectives under laid for the programme and prepared a questionnaire of feedback for visitors experiences which they passed during five days visit to KV 3 Agra. The programme ended with flying colours.